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Abstract
This paper presents the design, analysis and performance evaluation of VRing, a novel application-layer multicast
(ALM) protocol that establishes a virtual ring as an overlay network among the multicast group members in a self-
organizing and distributed manner. VRing takes advantage of the inherent desirable property of a ring; namely, the degree
of each node on the ring is O(1) (i.e., independent of the number of the group members) and hence, the state maintained
at each group member is also O(1). In order to reduce the routing delay of the ring overlay network, we propose to form a
spare ring overlay structure that improves connectivity among group members. The design of the spare ring is justified by
proposing, and analytically studying the performance of, a data delivery and duplicate suppression mechanism that makes
use of both the original ring and the spare ring for forwarding data packets. We conduct simulations of both VRing and
a hierarchical ALM protocol, NICE, using the J-Sim network simulator. Simulation results show that although VRing has
a higher path stretch and a higher link stress than NICE, it provides less control overhead, consumes less bandwidth, and
provides lower average node degree than NICE. Furthermore, VRing achieves a higher average data delivery ratio in the
presence of failures than NICE. The performance improvement is especially pronounced for larger multicast groups.
Index Terms
Application-layer multicast, virtual rings, fault tolerance, network survivability, group communication
I. INTRODUCTION
IP multicast [9], [10] is a network layer multicast mechanism for sending data from a source to all the multicast group
members. Instead of sending a separate copy of the data to each group member, the source sends a single copy to all
the members. An underlying multicast routing protocol determines, with respect to certain optimization objective(s), a
multicast tree connecting the group members. Data generated by the source(s) flow through the multicast tree, traversing
each tree edge exactly once and being replicated at each branching node. When group members join or leave a multicast
group, the multicast tree is dynamically reconfigured.
Although conceptually simple and elegant, IP multicast has not yet been widely adopted more than 10 years of its
invention. This is due to the concerns related to deployment (e.g., the need of router support for multicast and hence
the violation of the end-to-end argument in system design [22]), scalability (e.g., the need to maintain per-group state
information at each router), and network management (e.g., the need for support of higher layer functionality, such as
security and error control).
Application-layer multicast (ALM) [8], also termed as end-system multicast (ESM), has been proposed as an alternative
for multicast. The major difference between IP multicast and ALM is that in the former, packets are replicated at routers
whereas in the latter, packets are replicated at end-hosts. Specifically, in ALM, members in a multicast group communicate
via an overlay network in which each edge corresponds to a direct unicast path between two group members. All the
data packets are sent as unicast packets and forwarded from one member to another on the overlay network. As a result,
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2ALM does not require additional router support for multicast (e.g., support for additional functions or maintenance of
per-group state information at core/edge routers). This enables rapid and seamless deployment of multicast applications.
However, the price that ALM has to pay is the performance penalty (in terms of packet delay, bandwidth usage, resilience
to change of the overlay network) because a packet may be replicated and forwarded on the same link more than once,
and end-hosts may join/leave a multicast group more dynamically than routers do.
Due to the ease of deployment, several ALM protocols have already been proposed [2], [21], [3], [4], [5], [6], [11], [12],
[16], [20], [17], [25], [27], [28]. Each of the ALM protocols is targeted to optimize certain performance objective(s) (e.g.,
better bandwidth usage, routing delay comparable to that incurred in IP multicast, scalability), but few of them addresses
the need to support survivable group communication with low control overhead, even in the presence of failures. Examples
of such applications include command and control, battlefield communication and collaborative communication. Based
on this motivation, we present in this paper a new ALM protocol, called VRing, that constructs a ring overlay network
among the group members in a self-organizing and distributed manner. The reasons why we choose a ring topology are
two fold: (1) the node degree of a ring is O(1); i.e., the number of neighbors each group member has on the overlay
network is constant and independent of the size of the multicast group; this significantly reduces the complexity in, for
example, the key distribution mechanism; and (2) Secure, reliable and totally-ordered message delivery can be efficiently
achieved through the use of a ring with a token that contains ordering and flow control information [18]. On the other
hand, the major problem of a ring-based topology is the potentially large routing delay a packet may incur especially
for large multicast groups1. To deal with this problem, we propose to form a spare ring that consists of spare links
established among the group members. We also devise a data delivery and duplicate suppression mechanism that makes
use of both the original and spare rings for forwarding data packets to group members. Through a rigorous analytical
study, we prove that the suggested data delivery mechanism reduces the network diameter from O(N) to O(
p
N) and
reduces the node contention from O(N2) to O(N
p
N), where N is the number of group members, assuming that
p
N is
an integer.
We elaborate on the operations taken when a member joins or leaves the multicast group and when the overlay topology
has to be modified in VRing. Using J-Sim [15], we evaluate the performance of VRing and compare it against NICE [2],
one of the few ALM protocols that explicitly addresses the fault tolerance issue. As indicated in the simulation study,
although VRing has a higher path stretch and a higher link stress than NICE, it provides lower control overhead, consumes
less bandwidth and achieves higher data delivery ratios in the presence of failures than NICE (e.g., VRing provides up to
67% reduction in bandwidth consumption). The performance improvement of VRing with respect to the above metrics
becomes more pronounced for larger multicast groups.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describle VRing in detail and analytically derive
several desirable properties of the VRing overlay network. We give an overview of related work and explain NICE in
Section III. Following that, we present the J-Sim-based performance study in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the paper
and highlight the research avenues for future work in Section V.
II. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF VRING
In this section, we describe VRing in detail. We first discuss how to initialize and maintain a ring overlay network
in Sections II-A–II-B. Then we discuss in Section II-C how to augment the ring overlay network with spare links so
as to reduce the routing delay and increase the ring survivability. Following that, we present, and analytically study
the performance of, the data delivery and duplicate suppression mechanism in Section II-D. Finally, we elaborate on
1It should be noted, however, that as mentioned in [19], although the routing delay in a ring may be longer than that in a tree, the total delay
can be smaller. This is because a ring reduces the buffering delay inside a node. For example, in several modern distributed file systems (e.g.,
GFS [14]), data are pushed linearly along a chain, rather than a tree, of nodes so that a node’s full outbound bandwidth is fully utilized to transfer
the data as fast as possible rather than divided among multiple receivers.
3the member join operations and the operations used to deal with member leave and node failures in Sections II-E–II-F
respectively.
A. Ring Initialization in VRing
In the initialization phase of VRing, connected components are formed. A connected component is either (a) an isolated
group member or (b) at least two group members connected together in a ring. Each connected component has a leader
node. The leader node of an isolated group member is itself, while that of a ring is exactly one of the group members that
lie on that ring. The reason why each ring must have exactly one leader will be given later. Each group member maintains
the node identity (ID) of both its predecessor (pred) and successor (succ) on the ring. An isolated group member has
both pred and succ set to null. Each group member also maintains a leader field that maintains the ID of the leader of the
component to which it belongs. An isolated group member has its leader field set to itself. In order to construct a ring
that contains all the group members, leaders have to discover each other first and then communicate among themselves
to arrange in a ring overlay network.
1) Leader Discovery: Each leader registers itself with a Rendevouz Point (RP), which is a special host that all group
members are assumed to know a-priori by an out-of-band bootstrap mechanism. This is a common assumption for ALM
protocols (e.g., [2], [8]). A leader has to periodically refresh its registration with the RP every Tleader seconds, by sending
a LEADER REGISTER message to the RP. If the leader information is not refreshed (e.g., when a group member ceases to
be a leader, the case of which will be explained later) for Tleader li f etime seconds, the RP considers the leader to have retired
and deletes its information. In order to reduce the amount of stale information at the RP, a retiring leader r may send a
RETIRE message to the RP so that the RP can remove r from the list of leaders of the corresponding multicast group.
If the RETIRE message is lost, the RP will delete such information when it expires as a result of the aforementioned
soft state approach.
When a leader u registers with the RP, the RP replies to u with a LEADER REGISTER REPLY message containing
the list of other leaders that have already registered with the RP and whose leader information has not yet expired.
Hence, each leader knows the existence of other leaders. Finally, the RP adds u to the list of leaders of the corresponding
multicast group or refreshes u’s leader information if it already exists.
2) Leader Communication: When a leader u knows the existence of other leaders, it selects the closest leader2, say
leader v, and sends a JOIN(pred = u.pred, succ = u.succ) message to v, where u.pred and u.succ are the IDs of the pred
and succ of u respectively3. Specifically, four cases have to be considered:
1) Node-Node: Both u and v are isolated group members,
2) Node-Ring: u is an isolated group member, while v is the leader of a ring,
3) Ring-Node: u is the leader of a ring, while v is an isolated group member, and
4) Ring-Ring: Both u and v are leaders of two separate rings.
Figures 1-4 show the situations before and after the communication between u and v in each of the four cases. In cases
1 (Figure 1) and 2 (Figure 2), the message sent by u is JOIN(null, null) because u is an isolated group member, while in
cases 3 (Figure 3) and 4 (Figure 4), the message is JOIN(p, s) and JOIN(p1, s1) respectively.
Each leader can communicate with exactly one other leader at a time. Hence, u contacts v only if it is not already
in contact with another leader. Similarly, if by the time u contacts v, v has started communicating with another leader,
say leader w, v declines u’s request. In that case, u contacts another leader (namely, the second closest leader) that it
2
“Closest” in terms of an application-level metric (e.g., round-trip time) or the distance metric used in the underlying unicast routing protocol.
3The notation used in this paper can be explained with the following example. u.pred is the pred field of node u while JOIN.pred is the pred
field of the JOIN message. In order to avoid confusion, we use lowercase for node IDs and uppercase for message names.
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Fig. 4. Ring-Ring leaders communication.
knows of. If at the time u contacts v, v has already retired (i.e., v has left the multicast group or v has rendered the ring
leadership to another node r), v declines u’s request and informs u that it has left the multicast group (in the former
case) or that another leader r may be contacted instead (in the latter case).
In response to a JOIN message, v responds with either a JOIN OK(pred = v.pred, succ = v.succ) message or a
JOIN DECLINE(leader = v.leader) message. Figures 5, 6 and 7 respectively give a pseudo-code of the HandleJoinMessage
procedure that v invokes to process an incoming JOIN message, the HandleJoinOKMessage procedure that u invokes to
process an incoming JOIN OK message and the HandleJoinDeclineMessage procedure that u invokes to process an
incoming JOIN DECLINE message. In order to avoid livelock (i.e., if there are only two nodes, u and v, and they start
contacting each other at the same time, v will decline u’s request because it has already started contacting u and u will
decline v’s request because it has already started contacting v), Tleader is randomly chosen from the uniform distribution
5of [Tleader min, Tleader max]. This reduces the probability that two nodes will persist in contacting each other at the same
time.
In processing an incoming JOIN message, a node may send a MAKE SUCCESSOR message (Figure 5, lines 11
and 23). Similarly, in processing an incoming JOIN OK message, a node may send a MAKE PREDECESSOR message
(Figure 6, lines 6 and 14). Figure 8 shows a pseudo-code of the HandleMakeSuccessorMessage procedure and the
HandleMakePredecessorMessage procedure that a node invokes to process an incoming MAKE SUCCESSOR message
and an incoming MAKE PREDECESSOR message respectively.
The reason why each ring must have exactly one leader can be explained as follows. If a ring does not have any
leaders, none of the group members on that ring will either attempt to contact other leaders or be contacted by other
leaders. As a result, that ring will never merge with any other ring to make a larger ring. On the other hand, if a ring
has two (or more) leaders, these two leaders may attempt to contact each other. Since both of them belong to a ring, the
scenario falls into the Ring-Ring case described above, and eventually the ring may be partitioned into two smaller rings
as illustrated in Figure 9.
The initialization phase terminates when exactly one leader remains (i.e., when all leaders but one retire). The remaining
leader continues to periodically contact the RP. Since there are no other leaders, the RP will not reply. When the remaining
leader does not receive any replies from the RP for an interval of MAX NUM NO LRREPLY seconds, it assumes that the
ring initialization phase has terminated and starts the spare ring formation phase which will be explained in Section II-C.
B. Ring Maintenance
As explained in Section II-A, each multicast group member residing on the ring knows both its predecessor and
successor on the ring. As the ring can be viewed as a sequence of successor pointers, each multicast group member
maintains the ID of its successor. The reason why each multicast group member also maintains the ID of its predecessor
is as follows. Each group member p on the ring runs a HELLO protocol, with its successor u, which is described as
follows. Periodically every Thello seconds, p sends a HELLO message to u. On receiving a HELLO message, u checks if
its pred field is null; if so, u sets its pred field to p (which is the source of the HELLO message), otherwise, u checks if
the HELLO message comes from its current predecessor. If the HELLO message originates from u’s predecessor (i.e., p)
or the pred field was originally null, u replies with a HELLO REPLY(succ = u.succ) message to p; otherwise the HELLO
message is discarded. Specifically, on receiving a HELLO message, u invokes the HandleHelloMessage procedure given
in Figure 10.
Similarly, on receiving a HELLO REPLY message from u, p checks if its own succ field is null; if so, p sets its succ
field to u (which is the source of the HELLO REPLY message); otherwise, p checks if the source of the HELLO REPLY
message is its current successor (i.e., u). If the HELLO REPLY message originates from p’s current successor or if the succ
field was originally null, p records HELLO REPLY.succ as u’s successor (this information is recorded in p’s succ succ
field); otherwise, the HELLO REPLY message is discarded. Specifically, on receiving a HELLO REPLY message, p invokes
the HandleHelloReplyMessage procedure given in Figure 10.
The purpose of the HELLO protocol is threefold. First, with the use of the HELLO protocol, each group member checks
whether its successor is still a member. If p sends MAX NUM NO HELLOREPLY consecutive HELLO messages without
receiving a HELLO REPLY message, it assumes that its successor has failed or left the multicast group. This enables each
group member to respond appropriately in the case of node failure/leaving. Second, the HELLO protocol enables each
group member to know the ID of the successor of its successor. If the successor, u, of a group member p fails/leaves
the multicast group, p establishes a connection with u’s successor to bypass the failing/leaving node u. Third, if a group
member is the leader of a ring, it includes this information in the HELLO REPLY message so that if the leader fails, its
predecessor becomes the new leader.
6Procedure HandleJoinMessage(JOIN.pred, JOIN.succ) f
1. if ( v has left the multicast group ) f
2. Send(JOIN.source, JOIN DECLINE(null))
/* JOIN.source is the sender of the JOIN message.
Send(x, MSG) is a unicast primitive that sends message MSG
to node x if x is a valid node ID. */
3. g else if ( v is still a leader ) f
4. if ( v is not already in contact with another leader ) f
5. if ( (JOIN.pred == null) AND (JOIN.succ == null) ) f
/* JOIN.source is an isolated node */
6. if ( (pred == null) AND (succ == null) ) f
/* if v is a node: Figure 1 */
7. Send(JOIN.source, JOIN OK(pred, succ))
8. pred = JOIN.source ; succ = JOIN.source
9. g else if ( (pred 6= null) AND (succ 6= null) ) f
/* if v belongs to a ring: Figure 2 */
10. Send(JOIN.source, JOIN OK(pred, succ))
11. Send(pred, MAKE SUCCESSOR(JOIN.source)) /* v’s pred
must set its succ to JOIN.source */
12. pred = JOIN.source
13. g
14. g else if ((JOIN.pred 6= null) AND (JOIN.succ 6= null)) f
/* JOIN.source is the leader of a ring */
15. if ( (pred == null) AND (succ == null) ) f
/* if v is a node: Figure 3 */
16. Send(JOIN.source, JOIN OK(pred, succ))
17. Retire() /* v ceases to be a leader */
18. leader = JOIN.source; pred = JOIN.source; succ = JOIN.succ
19. g else if ( (pred 6= null) AND (succ 6= null) ) f
/* if v belongs to a ring: Figure 4 */
20. Send(JOIN.source, JOIN OK(pred, succ))
21. Retire() /* v ceases to be a leader */
22. leader = JOIN.source
23. Send(pred, MAKE SUCCESSOR(JOIN.succ))
24. pred = JOIN.source
25. g
26. g
27. g else Send(JOIN.source, JOIN DECLINE(v)) /* v is a leader */
28. g else Send(JOIN.source, JOIN DECLINE(leader)) /* v has retired */
29. g
Fig. 5. Leaders communication in pseudo-code. The procedure that handles a JOIN message sent from u to v (Figures 1-4).
C. Formation of Spare Links
In order to reduce the routing delay incurred on the ring, we propose to establish a spare ring by adding spare links
between the group members. Specifically, if the number of group members is N and if the group members are numbered
from 0 to N  1 starting from the leader, a spare link is established between node i and node (i+ d
p
Ne) mod N as
shown in Figure 11 for N = 8.
Formation of spare links is initiated by the leader after the end of the ring initialization phase. First, the leader obtains
the number of group members on the ring by sending a COUNT message that is initialized to 1 and incremented by each
group member on the ring. When the COUNT message returns to the leader, it carries the number, N, of group members
on the ring. If N  4, the leader sends two messages over the ring: (1) a SPARE RING message containing N and with
a time-to-live (TTL) value set to N 1 and (2) a SPARE CONNECTION message with a TTL value set to dpNe 1. We
assume that COUNT, SPARE RING and SPARE CONNECTION messages are not lost. A reliable unicast protocol (e.g.,
TCP) can be used to recover from message loss.
When a group member receives a SPARE RING message, it checks the TTL value contained in the message; if the
7Procedure HandleJoinOKMessage(JOIN OK.pred, JOIN OK.succ) f
1. if ( (JOIN OK.pred == null) AND (JOIN OK.succ == null) ) f
/* JOIN OK.source is an isolated node */
2. if ( (pred == null) AND (succ == null) ) f
/* if u is a node: Figure 1 */
3. Retire() /* u ceases to be a leader */
4. leader = JOIN OK.source; pred = JOIN OK.source; succ = JOIN OK.source
5. g else if ( (pred 6= null) AND (succ 6= null) ) f
/* if u belongs to a ring: Figure 3 */
6. Send(succ, MAKE PREDECESSOR(JOIN OK.source)) /* u’s succ
must set its pred to JOIN OK.source */
7. succ = JOIN OK.source
8. g
9. g else if ((JOIN OK.pred 6= null) AND (JOIN OK.succ 6= null)) f
/* JOIN OK.source is the leader of a ring */
10. if ( (pred == null) AND (succ == null) ) f
/* if u is a node: Figure 2 */
11. Retire() /* u ceases to be a leader */
12. leader = JOIN OK.source; pred = JOIN OK.pred; succ = JOIN OK.source
13. g else if ( (pred 6= null) AND (succ 6= null) ) f
/* if u belongs to a ring: Figure 4 */
14. Send(succ, MAKE PREDECESSOR(JOIN OK.pred))
15. succ = JOIN OK.source
16. g
17. g
18. g
Fig. 6. Leaders communication in pseudo-code. The procedure that handles a JOIN OK message sent from v to u (Figures 1-4).
Procedure HandleJoinDeclineMessage(JOIN DECLINE.leader) f
1. if ( u knows other leaders ) f
2. Let w = closest leader to u such that w 6= JOIN DECLINE.source
3. Send(w, JOIN(pred, succ)) /* u sends a JOIN message to w */
4. g else if ((JOIN DECLINE.leader 6=v) AND (JOIN DECLINE.leader 6=null))f
5. Send(JOIN DECLINE.leader, JOIN(pred, succ))
6. g else f
/* u waits until it gets information about other leaders
when the next LEADER REGISTER REPLY from RP is received */
7. g
8. g
Fig. 7. Leaders communication in pseudo-code. The procedure that handles a JOIN DECLINE message sent from v to u (Figures 1-4).
TTL value is zero, the message is discarded; otherwise, the member decrements the TTL, forwards the SPARE RING
message over the ring, and sends a SPARE CONNECTION message with a TTL value set to d
p
Ne  1 over the ring.
When a group member receives a SPARE CONNECTION message, it checks the TTL value contained in the message; if
the TTL value is zero, it establishes a spare link with the initiator (i.e., the original source) of the SPARE CONNECTION
message; otherwise, it decrements the TTL value, and forwards the SPARE CONNECTION message over the ring. Each
group member stores the ID of its predecessor (sparePred) and successor (spareSucc) on the spare ring. Figure 12 gives
a pseudo-code of the procedures that handle SPARE RING and SPARE CONNECTION messages and establish the spare
ring.
D. Data Delivery and Duplicate Suppression Mechanism
In this section, we elaborate on how the spare ring can be used, in conjunction with the original ring, to reduce
the end-to-end delay. In addition, we analytically derive several desirable properties that the data delivery mechanism
8Procedure HandleMakeSuccessorMessage(MAKE SUCCESSOR.newSucc) f
1. succ = MAKE SUCCESSOR.newSucc
2. g
Procedure HandleMakePredecessorMessage(MAKE PREDECESSOR.newPred) f
1. pred = MAKE PREDECESSOR.newPred
2. g
Fig. 8. Leaders communication in pseudo-code. The procedures that handle MAKE SUCCESSOR and MAKE PREDECESSOR messages.
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Fig. 9. A possible scenario that leads to ring partition due to the existence of two leaders (u and v) on the same ring.
possesses, i.e., it reduces both the network diameter and the node contention.
The basic principle of the data delivery mechanism is that multicast packets that are received on the original ring are
forwarded on both the original and spare rings, while those received on the spare ring are forwarded only on the spare
ring. Each multicast packet has a sequence number SeqNo field such that the tuple < GroupID;OriginalSource;SeqNo>
is unique, where GroupID is the multicast group ID and OriginalSource is the ID of the original source. The tuple
< GroupID;OriginalSource;SeqNo> is ensured to be unique by having each group member maintain a separate counter
(initialized to -1) for each multicast group in which it is a member. When a group member s intends to multicast a data
packet to group g and the current value of its counter for that group is c, it first increments the counter (i.e., c c+1) and
then sends a multicast packet with the tuple < g;s;c > over both the original ring and the spare ring. When a multicast
group member in group g receives a multicast data packet < g;s;c>, it invokes the HandleDataMessage procedure shown
in Figure 13.
To detect duplicate packets, each group member maintains a sliding window for all data packets received from a source
in the multicast group. The sliding window can be viewed as an array W whose lower limit is L and upper limit is R. W [i]
(where 0 i (R L)) is true if the data message whose sequence number L+ i has been received, and false otherwise.
Since we do not intend to realize reliable multicast (which is an orthogonal problem to the problem addressed in the
paper), we allow the window to slide when f of the data messages, that have sequence numbers between L and R, have
been received (where f < R L+1). Figure 13 gives a pseudo-code of the IsDuplicate procedure, which returns true if
9Procedure HandleHelloMessage() f
1. if ( pred == null ) f
2. pred = HELLO.source /* HELLO.source is the source of the HELLO message */
3. Send(HELLO.source, HELLO REPLY(succ))
4. g else if ( pred == HELLO.source ) f
5. Send(HELLO.source, HELLO REPLY(succ))
6. g
7. g
Procedure HandleHelloReplyMessage(HELLO REPLY.succ) f
1. if ( succ == null ) f
2. succ = HELLO REPLY.source /* HELLO REPLY.source is the source of the HELLO REPLY message */
3. succ succ = HELLO REPLY.succ
4. g else if ( succ == HELLO REPLY.source ) f
5. succ succ = HELLO REPLY.succ
6. g
7. g
Fig. 10. The procedures that handle HELLO and HELLO REPLY messages.
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Fig. 11. An example that shows the original ring (0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-0) and the spare ring (0-3-6-1-4-7-2-5-0).
the received data packet is considered a duplicate.
How multicast packets are being forwarded and delivered over the overlay network given in Figure 11 is illustrated
in Figure 14 where the vertical arrows correspond to data forwarding over the original ring and the horizontal arrows
correspond to data forwarding over the spare ring. In Figure 14(a), node 0 is the source, while in Figure 14(b), node 4 is
the source. The underlined numbers represent the nodes where the multicast messages are discarded (i.e., data forwarding
is suppressed).
Next, we analytically prove that the suggested data delivery mechanism reduces the network diameter from O(N) to
O(
p
N) and reduces the node contention from O(N2) to O(N
p
N), where N is the number of group members, assuming
that
p
N is an integer. The network diameter is defined as the maximum number of hops of the shortest path between
a pair of nodes on the overlay network. It is desirable to keep a small network diameter because it usually implies a
small maximum end-to-end delay. The contention of node i is defined as the number of source-destination pairs ( j;k)
such that i lies on the shortest path between j and k. It is desirable to keep a small node contention because high node
contention usually indicates potential performance bottleneck.
Theorem 1: Using only the original ring for data delivery yields a network diameter equal to N 1.
10
Procedure SendCounterMessage() f
1. ForwardCounterMessage(u, 0)
2. g
Procedure ForwardCounterMessage(OriginalSource, count) f
1. if ( succ 6= null ) f
2. Send(succ, COUNT(OriginalSource, count + 1))
3. g
4. g
Procedure HandleCounterMessage(COUNT.OriginalSource, COUNT.count) f
1. if ( COUNT.OriginalSource 6= nodeID ) f /* nodeID is ID of the node receiving COUNT message */
2. ForwardCounterMessage(COUNT.OriginalSource, COUNT.count)
3. g else if ( (nodeID is still a leader) AND (COUNT.count >= 4) ) f
/* COUNT has gone all over the ring and is back to its original source */
4. ForwardSpareRingMessage(COUNT.count, COUNT.count)
5. g
6. g
Procedure ForwardSpareRingMessage(node count, TTL) f
1. if ( (TTL > 0) AND (succ 6= null) ) f
2. Send(succ, SPARE RING(node count, TTL - 1))
3. ForwardSpareConnectionMessage(nodeID, d
p
node counte )
4. g
5. g
Procedure HandleSpareRingMessage(SPARE RING.node count, SPARE RING.TTL) f
1. ForwardSpareRingMessage(SPARE RING.node count, SPARE RING.TTL)
2. g
Procedure ForwardSpareConnectionMessage(OriginalSource, TTL) f
1. if ( TTL <= 0 ) f
/* Establish a spare link on the spare ring */
2. sparePred = OriginalSource /* sparePred stores ID of predecessor on the spare ring */
3. Send(sparePred, MAKE SPARE SUCCESSOR) /* so that sparePred can store the ID
of its successor on the spare ring */
4. g else if ( succ 6= null ) f
5. Send(succ, SPARE CONNECTION(OriginalSource, TTL - 1))
6. g
7. g
Procedure HandleSpareConnectionMessage(SPARE CONNECTION.OriginalSource, SPARE CONNECTION.TTL) f
1. ForwardSpareConnectionMessage(SPARE CONNECTION.OriginalSource, SPARE CONNECTION.TTL)
2. g
Procedure HandleMakeSpareSuccessorMessage() f
1. spareSucc = MAKE SPARE SUCCESSOR.source /* spareSucc stores the ID
of the successor on the spare ring */
2. g
Fig. 12. The procedures that establish the spare ring. It is assumed that u is the leader that invokes the SendCounterMessage procedure.
Proof: Assign IDs to nodes on the ring starting from 0 to N 1. Since the overlay network is a unidirectional ring,
the maximum number of hops of the shortest path between a pair of nodes on the ring is the number of hops between
any node d and node (d+N 1) mod N. Since there are N 1 hops on the overlay network between node d and node
(d +N 1) mod N, the network diameter is N 1; i.e., O(N). 2
Theorem 2: Using both the original ring and the spare ring for data delivery yields a network diameter equal to
2(
p
N 1) assuming that
p
N is an integer.
Proof: Assign IDs to nodes on the ring starting from 0 to N 1. By the end of the formation of spare links, we have
the following connections: (1) a connection on the original ring between node i and node (i+1) mod N, (2) a connection
on the original ring between node (i 1) mod N and node i, (3) a connection on the spare ring between node i and node
(i+
p
N) mod N and (4) a connection on the spare ring between node (i pN) mod N and node i.
Without loss of generality, assume node 0 is the source and consider the shortest path from node 0 to any node d on
the ring. The ID of node d can be written as d = s
p
N + g where g = d mod
p
N (hence, 0  g  (pN  1)) and s =
11
Procedure HandleDataMessage(DATA.GroupID, DATA.OriginalSource, DATA.SeqNo) f
1. if ( DATA.OriginalSource 6= nodeID ) f
/* nodeID is ID of the node receiving the DATA message. This check
is necessary because the overlay network is a ring; hence,
data packet may loop and return to the original source */
/* Check if the received data packet is a duplicate */
2. if ( IsDuplicate(DATA.GroupID, DATA.OriginalSource, DATA.SeqNo) ) f
/* discard; i.e., suppress the duplicate data packet */
3. g else if ( pred == DATA.source ) f
/* if DATA received on the original ring */
/* Forward DATA over the original ring */
4. Send(succ, DATA)
/* Forward DATA over the spare ring */
5. Send(spareSucc, DATA)
6. g else if ( sparePred == DATA.source ) f
/* if DATA received on the spare ring */
/* Forward DATA over the spare ring */
7. Send(spareSucc, DATA)
8. g
9. g
10. g
Procedure IsDuplicate(GroupID, OriginalSource, SeqNo) f
1. if ( ( SeqNo < L ) OR ( SeqNo > R ) ) f
/* an out-of-window data message must be discarded */
2. Return true
3. g else if ( W[SeqNo - L] == true ) f
4. Return true /* i.e., duplicate and must be discarded */
5. g else f
6. W[SeqNo - L] = true
7. Return false
8. g
9. g
Fig. 13. The data delivery and duplicate suppression mechanism in pseudo-code. IsDuplicate returns true if the received data packet is considered
a duplicate.
bd=
p
Nc (hence, 0  s (pN 1) because d  (N 1)). For instance, for N = 16, the ID of node 7 can be written as
7 = 14+3 and the ID of node 14 can be written as 14 = 34+2.
Based on the data delivery mechanism presented above, we can draw Figure 15, which shows data forwarding over
the original ring (vertical arrows) and the spare ring (horizontal arrows). In Figure 15, the shortest path from node 0 (the
source is the root of the figure) to any node d = spN + g will have to take g hops on the original ring (i.e., vertical
arrows) and s hops on the spare ring (i.e., horizontal arrows). But, g is at most (pN  1) and s is at most (pN  1);
hence, the maximum number of hops of the shortest path between node 0 and any other node is 2(
p
N 1). Therefore,
using both the original ring and the spare ring for data delivery yields a network diameter equal to 2(
p
N  1); i.e.,
O(
p
N). 2
Theorems 1 and 2 prove that using both the original ring and the spare ring for data delivery reduces the network
diameter from O(N) to O(
p
N).
Theorem 3: Using only the original ring for data delivery yields a node contention equal to (N 1)(N2  1), where
N is the number of multicast group members on the ring.
Proof: First, we formally define the contention of node d as follows contention(d) =
å 0 j;kN 1 I(d; j;k), where
I(d; j;k) =
(
1; if d lies on the shortest path between j and k where d 6= j 6= k;
0; otherwise.
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(a) Data Delivery over both the original ring (vertical arrows) and the spare ring (horizontal arrows) of Figure 11. Node
0 is the source.
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(b) Data Delivery over both the original ring (vertical arrows) and the spare ring (horizontal arrows) of Figure 11. Node
4 is the source.
Fig. 14. Examples that show how multicast packets are forwarded and delivered over both the original ring (vertical arrows) and the spare ring
(horizontal arrows) of Figure 11.
We assign IDs to nodes on the ring starting from 0 to N  1. Any node d on the ring can be viewed as having N  1
successors; namely, (d +1) mod N, (d +2) mod N, (d +3) mod N, ...... , (d +N 2) mod N and (d +N 1) mod N.
Let’s call node (d+ i) mod N as the ith successor of node d. Since the ring is unidirectional, node d lies on the shortest
path between its ith successor and all of the nodes from d’s first successor to d’s (i 1)st successor where 2 i (N 1).
Hence, the ith successor of node d contributes by i  1 to the contention of node d. And since node d has N  1
successors, we obtain
contention(d) =
å
N 1
i=2 i 1 = å
N 1
i=1 i 1 =
N(N 1)
2   (N 1) = (N 1)(
N
2  1):
2
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Fig. 15. Data forwarding over both the original ring (vertical arrows) and the spare ring (horizontal arrows).
Theorem 4: Using both the original ring and the spare ring for data delivery (as described in Section II-D) yields a
node contention equal to N(
p
N 2)+1, where N is the number of multicast group members on the ring assuming that
p
N is an integer.
Proof: We use the same definition of node contention as in Theorem 3 and we also assign IDs to nodes on the ring
starting from 0 to N 1. Without loss of generality, we consider the contention of node 0. We divide the IDs of all the other
nodes into
p
N sets S0;S1; :::;SpN 2 and SpN 1 where S0 = f1;2; :::;
p
Ng;S1 = f
p
N+1;
p
N+2; :::;2
p
Ng;S2 = f2
p
N+
1;2
p
N +2; :::::;3
p
Ng; :::; :::;SpN 2 = f
p
N(
p
N 2)+1;
p
N(
p
N 2)+2; :::;
p
N(
p
N 1)g and SpN 1 = f
p
N(
p
N 
1)+1;
p
N(
p
N 1)+2; :::;N 1g: It should be noted that j Si j =
p
N (8i : 0 i
p
N 2) and j SpN 1 j =
p
N 1.
In order to calculate how much each node d in each set contributes to the contention of node 0, we draw a data
delivery graph similar to that shown in Figure 15 but rooted at d. Doing that, it is straightforward to see that none of the
nodes in S0 contributes to the node contention of node 0 (because node 0 does not lie on the shortest path between any
node in S0 and any other node), each of the nodes in S1 contributes to the node contention of node 0 by 1 (because node
0 lies on the shortest path between each node in S1 and only one other node; namely, node
p
N), each of the nodes in
S2 contributes to the node contention of node 0 by 2 (because node 0 lies on the shortest path between each node in S2
and only two other nodes; namely, nodes
p
N and 2
p
N). In general, each of the pN nodes in Si contributes to the node
contention of node 0 by i, 8i : 0 i
p
N 2. Hence, the total contribution of all of the nodes in Si, 8i : 0 i
p
N 2,
to the contention of node 0 is
p
N
å
p
N 2
i=1 i.
What remains is the contribution of each of the
p
N 1 nodes in SpN 1 to the contention of node 0. Similar to what
we did above, for each node d in SpN 1, we draw a data delivery graph similar to that shown in Figure 15 but rooted
at d. Doing that, it is straightforward to see that the contribution of node
p
N(
p
N 1)+ i to the contention of node 0
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is (
p
N 1)+
p
N(i 1), 8i : 1 i
p
N 1. Hence, the total node contention is
contention(d) =
p
N
å
p
N 2
i=1 i+ å
p
N 1
i=1 ((
p
N 1)+
p
N(i 1))
=
p
N
å
p
N 2
i=1 i+ å
p
N 1
i=1 (i
p
N 1)
=
p
N
å
p
N 2
i=1 i+
p
N
å
p
N 1
i=1 i  å
p
N 1
i=1 1
=
p
N
å
p
N 2
i=1 i+
p
N
å
p
N 1
i=1 i  (
p
N 1)
=
p
N
å
p
N 1
i=1 i 
p
N(
p
N 1)+
p
N
å
p
N 1
i=1 i  (
p
N 1)
= 2
p
N
å
p
N 1
i=1 i N +
p
N 
p
N +1
= 2
p
N
p
N(
p
N 1)
2  N +1
= N(
p
N 2)+1
2
Theorems 3 and 4 show that using both the original ring and the spare ring for data delivery reduces the node contention
from (N 1)(N2  1) to N(
p
N 2)+1; i.e., from O(N2) to O(N
p
N).
E. Member Join Operations
After the virtual ring has already been initialized (Section II-A) and the spare ring established (Section II-C), a new
member j may join the original ring (using the procedure given in Section II-A), but its join also destroys the structured
arrangement of the spare ring. As re-forming the spare ring will inevitably introduce excessive control overhead, we
propose a simple solution: the newly joined member establishes spare links with the nodes with which the leader on
the ring has established spare links. Only at very low frequency (e.g., several minutes or hours depending on the rate of
dynamic membership change), the leader reconstructs the spare links by rerunning the procedures in Section II-C.
If the virtual ring has already been initialized, but the spare ring has not yet been established, a new member j can
still join the original ring (using the procedure given in Section II-A). However, we have to consider two sub-cases: (a)
the new member has joined the group before the COUNT message has been sent over the ring or (b) the new member
has joined the group after the COUNT message has been sent over the ring. (Note that a new member can tell which
case it is in by whether or not it receives a COUNT message.) In case (a), the new member will participate in the process
of forming spare links as any other member on the ring does. In case (b), the actual number of group members on the
ring will be more than the number that has been collected by the COUNT message. Hence, the new member must not
participate in the process of forming spare links, but instead establishes spare links with the nodes with which the leader
establishes spare links (as explained above).
F. Member Leave Operations and Node Failures
If an overlay link (p;u) belongs to a ring such that p is the pred of u and u is the succ of p, we call p the upstream node
and u the downstream node. In VRing, it is the responsibility of the upstream node to detect (using the HELLO protocol
described above), and initiates the recovery from, the failure/leaving of the downstream node. Specifically, p sends a
LINK REPAIR message (and sets its succ field) to u’s successor, s, and s replies with a LINK REPAIR ACK message (and
sets its pred field) to p. Figure 16 shows the procedures taken to recover from failures. When p discovers that u has either
failed or left the multicast group, it invokes the RecoverFromFailure procedure. When node s receives the LINK REPAIR
message from p, it invokes the HandleLinkRepairMessage procedure. When node p receives the LINK REPAIR ACK
message from s, it invokes the HandleLinkRepairAckMessage procedure.
A problem may arise if multiple adjacent nodes fail simultaneously. For example, if both node p’s successor (u) and
node u’s successor (s) fail simultaneously, node p will not be able to repair the ring without knowing node s’s successor.
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Procedure RecoverFromFailure() f
/* procedure that node p invokes to recover from the failure/leaving of its successor u */
1. succ = null /* the successor has failed/left; hence, succ is no longer valid */
2. Enable both the outgoing original and spare links
3. if ( pred 6= null ) f
4. if ( succ succ 6= nodeID ) f
/* if ring had more than two nodes */
5. Send(succ succ, LINK REPAIR)
6. g else f
/* case of a ring that had only two nodes */
7. pred = null /* Now, p becomes an isolated node; both succ and pred are null */
8. Become a leader and rerun ring initialization protocol
9. g
10. g else /* both pred and succ are null */
11. Become a leader and rerun ring initialization protocol
12. g
Procedure HandleLinkRepairMessage() f
/* procedure that node s invokes to handle a LINK REPAIR message */
1. pred = LINK REPAIR.source /* so that s will respond to HELLO messages from LINK REPAIR.source */
2. Send(LINK REPAIR.source, LINK REPAIR ACK)
3. g
Procedure HandleLinkRepairAckMessage() f
/* procedure that node p invokes to handle a LINK REPAIR ACK message */
1. if ( leader == succ ) f /* if succ was the leader */
2. leader = nodeID /* set leader field to itself ; i.e., take over and become the new leader */
3. g
4. succ = LINK REPAIR ACK.source /* so that p starts sending HELLO messages to LINK REPAIR ACK.source */
5. g
Fig. 16. The procedures taken to recover from failures.
In order to solve this problem, we leverage the notion of successor lists from [23], [24] and modify the HELLO protocol
so that each node maintains a successor list of size m containing its m successors; hence, when p contacts s and s does
not respond, p can attempt contacting s’s successor. All m successors have to fail simultaneously to break the ring, the
probability of which is very small given a reasonably large value of m.
If both the leader and its predecessor fail simultaneously, the ring will not have a leader. To solve this problem, the
current leader of the ring may send control packets at low frequency over the ring to indicate that it is still alive. The
failure of the leader is detected by the absence of these control packets. The first node on the ring that detects the failure
of the leader initiates an election algorithm (e.g., the Bully algorithm [13]) to elect a new leader.
III. RELATED WORK
In this section, we provide a taxonomy for ALM protocols, give an overview of NICE [2] and indicate where VRing
fits in the taxonomy. An extensive survey and comparison of ALM protocols can be found in [1].
The ALM protocols that have been proposed in the literature can be classified into two categories: centralized protocols
and distributed protocols. An example of a centralized ALM protocol is ALMI [20] in which members of a multicast
group periodically measure an application-specific performance metric (e.g., send ping messages to measure round trip
time) between themselves and report these measurements to a centralized controller, which then computes a minimum
spanning tree based on these measurements and sends the resulting tree information to all the group members.
Distributed ALM protocols, on the other hand, do not depend on a centralized entity that has global knowledge of the
multicast group members and the distances between each pair of them. They can be divided further into two subcategories:
tree-first and mesh-first. In a tree-first ALM protocol (e.g., YOID [12], Overcast [16], AOM [25], HMTP [27]), a tree
overlay topology for data delivery is built directly when members join the multicast group. YOID dynamically configures
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the group members in a group-shared tree for the efficient distribution of the multicast data packets. However, since a tree
is fragile (i.e., a single failure will partition the tree), YOID builds a richer connected mesh that can be used for, among
other purposes, the distribution of the data when the tree is partitioned. It should be noted, however, that the tree is not
a subset of the mesh. Overcast provides scalable and reliable single-source multicast using a distributed tree-building
protocol to create a source-specific tree rooted at the source. AOM builds a tree overlay topology in a distributed manner
that uses both the end-to-end delay and the round-trip time between members to construct the tree. In contrast, HMTP
uses the round-trip time between members as the only metric. A comparison between AOM and HMTP can be found
in [25]. AOM also adapts to the network dynamics by monitoring the performance of the tree and making appropriate
changes to keep good and stable end-to-end delay.
On the other hand, a mesh-first ALM protocol (e.g., Narada [8], [7], NICE [2], LARK [17], Gossamer [6]) first builds
a mesh overlay topology and then, on top of that mesh, builds a tree for data delivery. Narada builds, and incrementally
improves the quality of, a mesh connecting the multicast group members and runs a distance vector routing protocol on
top of the mesh in order to build source-specific reverse shortest path trees for data delivery.
NICE arranges the group members in a hierarchical overlay topology that is composed of up to MAX NUM LAYERS
layers, L0, L1, ..., LMAX NUM LAY ERS 1. All the group members are present in the lowest layer, L0. Members in each layer
are partitioned into a set of clusters. Each cluster is of size between k and 3k 1, where k is a constant, and consists of
a set of hosts that are close to each other. Each cluster in each layer has a cluster leader that joins another cluster in the
higher layer. Therefore, if a member is present in some cluster in layer Li, it must be present in one cluster in each of
the layers, L0, L1, ..., Li 1. In fact, it is the cluster leader in each of these lower layers. The highest layer in the hierarchy
has a single member. A newly joining member queries each layer in the hierarchical overlay topology, from the top of
the hierarchy to the lowest layer, until it finds the most appropriate layer L0 cluster to join that is close to the joining
member. In addition, NICE continually refines the hierarchical overlay topology to ensure that each group member is
attached to the closest cluster to it in each layer. In order to support cluster maintenance, periodically every Theartbeat
seconds, each member of a cluster exchanges HEARTBEAT messages to each of its cluster peers (i.e., in each cluster of
each layer, the control topology is a clique). On top of the hierarchical overlay topology, a source-specific tree is defined
for delivering data packets generating from a source. Specifically, in each cluster in each layer, the data topology is a
star.
LARK also organizes members into cliques; however, the overlay network structure is restricted to only one level. In
addition, members also peer with randomly selected members belonging to other distinct cliques. The data delivery path
in LARK is also built in the form of a source-specific tree on the clustered overlay topology. Gossamer was suggested
in [6] as a component of the Scattercast architecture for Internet broadcast distribution. Scattercast proXies (SCXs), which
are strategically placed network agents that are central to the operation of Scattercast, use Gossamer to first build an
overlay mesh and then run a variant of distance-vector routing protocol to effectively build source-rooted reverse shortest
path data distribution trees.
VRing fits into the distributed mesh-first category of ALM protocols. However, what distinguishes VRing from other
mesh-first ALM protocols is: (1) the mesh is constructed as two rings: an original ring and a spare ring and (2) both the
original and spare rings are used for data delivery.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate VRing, and compare it against NICE [2], using the J-Sim network simulator [15]. The
reason why we compare VRing against NICE is because NICE is one of the few ALM protocols that explicitly addresses
the fault tolerance issue (with the use of a hierarchy).
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A. Performance Evaluation Criteria
In general, ALM protocols can be evaluated using the following performance evaluation criteria [17]:
1) Path Stretch, also called Relative Delay Penalty (RDP), between a pair of members is defined as the ratio of the
end-to-end delay (measured in terms of either latency or number of physical hops) along a path connecting the two
members on the overlay network to that along the direct unicast path. In a single-source multicast group, the average
path stretch is calculated as å r2R sr
jRj where sr is the path stretch between the source and a receiver r and jRj is the number
of receivers in the group.
2) Link Stress, where the stress of link l is defined as the number of identical copies of a multicast data packet that
are forwarded over the physical link l. The average link stress is calculated as å l2L tl
jLj where tl is the stress of link l and
jLj is the number of physical links in the topology.
3) Node Degree is defined as the number of neighbors each group member has on the overlay network. The average
node degree is calculated as å n2N dn
jNj where dn is the degree of group member n and jNj is the number of group members.
4) Control Overhead is defined as the number of control messages for the formation and maintenance of the overlay
network. Bandwidth Consumption measures the bandwidth consumed by these control messages in bits per second.
5) Data Delivery Ratio is defined as the number of multicast data packets that a receiver received divided by the total
number of multicast data packets sent by a source. The average data delivery ratio is calculated as å r2R vr
jRj where vr is the
data delivery ratio at the receiver r and jRj is the number of receivers in the group.
For all the performance evaluation criteria mentioned above except the data delivery ratio, the smaller the value is the
better.
B. Evaluation of the data delivery mechanism
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the data delivery mechanism explained in Section II-D in terms of
the average path stretch and link stress. The simulation environment is a transit-stub topology of 250 nodes generated
using the GT-ITM topology generator [26]. Members of the multicast group are randomly selected. The overlay size, N,
(i.e., the number of group members) varies from 20 to 160. It should be noted that we have relaxed the assumption that
p
N is an integer. All the members join the multicast group uniformly at random between simulation time 0 and 300
seconds. Members are allowed to stabilize into an appropriate overlay topology and then an end-host is chosen uniformly
at random to be the data source generating data packets. Each simulation result is an average of 5 simulation runs.
Figure 17 shows the average and maximum path stretch (measured in number of physical hops) versus the overlay
size. As shown in Figure 17, using both the original and spare rings leads to up to 85 % reduction in the average path
stretch and up to an order of magnitude reduction in the maximum path stretch. This is because spare links create shorter
paths to the receivers on the overlay network. Furthermore, Figure 18 shows that the reduction in the path stretch does
not significantly affect either the average or the maximum link stress. Although this comes at the price of increasing the
node degree from two to four, the node degree is still constant (i.e., O(1)).
C. Performance comparison between VRing and NICE
In this section, we compare the performance of VRing (using both the original and spare rings for data delivery) with
NICE [2], using the J-Sim network simulator [15].
We use the same parameters that we used in the previous subsection. To provide a fair comparison between VRing
and NICE, we use the same unicast routing protocol, the same network topology, the same group members and the same
times at which members join the multicast group in both cases. Furthermore, Thello in VRing and Theartbeat in NICE are set
to the same value (10 seconds). The parameters of VRing are set as follows: m = 8, Tleader min = 30 seconds, Tleader max =
40 seconds, Tleader li f etime = 300 seconds, MAX NUM NO LRREPLY = 20 seconds and MAX NUM NO HELLOREPLY = 3.
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Fig. 17. Path stretch (measured in number of physical hops) vs. the overlay size.
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Fig. 18. Link stress vs. the overlay size.
The parameters of NICE are set as follows: k = 3 and MAX NUM LAYERS = 10. In both VRing and NICE, measurements
are taken after the overlay topology stabilizes and each simulation result is an average of 5 simulation runs.
Figure 19 shows the average and maximum path stretch of VRing and NICE versus the overlay size. As shown in
Figure 19, NICE has a lower average path stretch and a lower maximum path stretch than VRing for all values of N.
This better performance of NICE is due to the fact that NICE selects, and continually refines the selection of, good points
of attachment for members in the hierarchical overlay topology as explained above. In contrast, VRing does not have a
similar continual refinement process. Moreover, the point at which a newly joining member attaches to the ring in VRing
is determined by the closest leader to that member; this closest leader may or may not be the closest member on the ring.
Another factor that contributes to the performance discrepancy is that each member in VRing has only two successors
(one on the original ring and another on the spare ring), and hence forwards a multicast data packet at most twice. In
contrast, a member in NICE may forward a multicast data packet more than twice depending on how many neighbors
it has on the source-specific data delivery tree in NICE. This reduces the delay (measured in number of physical hops)
incurred from a source to the receivers in NICE.
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Fig. 19. Path stretch (measured in number of physical hops) of VRing and NICE vs. the overlay size.
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Fig. 20. Link stress of VRing, NICE and multiple unicast vs. the overlay size.
Figure 20 illustrates the average and maximum link stress of VRing and NICE versus the overlay size. As shown in
Figure 20, NICE has a lower average link stress and a lower maximum link stress than VRing for all values of N. This is
because NICE reduces the number of physical hops that need to be traversed from a source to the receivers as discussed
above; hence, it causes a data packet to be forwarded on fewer physical hops and thus reducing the average link stress.
In addition, although the non-leaf member nodes in the source-specific tree in NICE may forward a multicast data packet
more than once, the leaf member nodes do not forward any data packets.
The better performance of NICE with respect to path stretch and link stress, however, do not come for free. As shown
in Figure 21, the average node degree in NICE is higher than that in VRing for all values of N. In fact, the node degree
in VRing is O(1) (i.e., independent of N), while that in NICE increases with the increase in N. This is illustrated by the
maximum node degree curve in Figure 21. Figure 22 shows a cumulative distribution of the node degree in NICE for
three selected overlay sizes (40, 100 and 160 members). As shown in Figure 22, 46 %, 58 % and 80 % of the group
members have a node degree that is strictly greater than four (which is the node degree in VRing) in the 160-member,
100-member and 40-member cases respectively.
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In addition to having lower node degree than NICE, VRing also provides lower control overhead. Figures 23-24
respectively depict the control overhead measured in terms of number of control packets and Kbps sent or received by all
members in the multicast group. Not only is the control overhead of VRing lower than that of NICE for all values of N,
but it also increases at a slower rate with N than that of NICE. This is because in VRing, the HELLO and HELLO REPLY
messages are exchanged between only pairs of group members; however, all members of each cluster in NICE exchange
HEARTBEAT messages.
To study the effect of member failure/leave events on the performance of VRing and NICE, we carry out experiments in
which 40 group members abruptly and simultaneously leave the multicast group without notifying other group members.
The multicast source generates 10000 data packets with a constant bit rate of one packet per 50 msecs. The time at which
the 40 members leave the multicast group is after the multicast source has sent 15 % of the data (i.e., 1500 packets).
At the end of the simulation, we measure the average data delivery ratio for the remaining group members. Figure 25
shows the average data delivery ratios of VRing and NICE versus the overlay size. For relatively small group sizes (e.g.,
60-80 members), the average data delivery ratio of VRing is comparable to that of NICE. However, as the overlay size
increases, VRing outperforms NICE in terms of the average data delivery ratio. This is because the higher node degree
in NICE (especially for larger overlay sizes) causes the failure/leave of a member to potentially lead to a larger number
of members (i.e., the neighbors of the failing/leaving member) to be temporarily disrupted from the data delivery path,
thus causing a reduction in the data delivery ratio. Furthermore, a member failure/leave in a higher layer in NICE may
have severe effects on the time it takes for the remaining members to restore the data delivery path because a member
that is present in layer Li is also present in all the lower layers, L0, L1, ..., Li 1. In order to investigate the effect of the
number of member failure/leave events, we vary the number of group members that abruptly and simultaneously leave
the multicast group without notifying other group members. For the same reasons as those mentioned above, NICE has
a lower data delivery ratio than VRing when the number of failing/leaving members increases (as shown in Figure 26
for an overlay size of 160 members).
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented VRing, an application-layer multicast (ALM) protocol that establishes a virtual ring as
an overlay network among the group members in a self-organizing and distributed manner. With the use of rings, VRing
possesses the inherent desirable property that the degree of each node on the virtual ring is O(1) (i.e., independent of the
size of the multicast group) and hence, the state maintained at each group member is also O(1). In order to reduce the
delay of the ring overlay network, we propose to form spare links among the group members. In addition, we also propose
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a data delivery and duplicate suppression mechanism that makes use of the spare links for forwarding the multicast data
packets to the multicast group members. Analytical results have shown that the suggested data delivery mechanism
reduces the network diameter from O(N) to O(
p
N) and reduces the node contention from O(N2) to O(N
p
N), where N
is the number of group members, assuming that
p
N is an integer, while keeping the node degree O(1).
J-Sim-based simulation results have shown that VRing provides lower control overhead, lower bandwidth consumption
and lower average node degree than NICE. Furthermore, VRing provides a higher data delivery ratio in the presence of
failures/leaving than NICE. The performance improvement becomes more pronounced as the size of a multicast group
increases. However, this comes at the price of VRing having a higher path stretch and a higher link stress than NICE.
We are currently investigating how to reduce the path stretch and link stress in VRing without sacrificing the low
control overhead and the high data delivery ratio in the presence of failures/leaving. Another avenue for future research
is the scalability of VRing to multicast groups with thousands of group members. Specifically, we will make use of a
two-level hierarchy in which the lower level consists of rings, each of which contains hundreds of group members, and
the higher level connects the lower-level rings together. Furthermore, we intend to augment VRing with an integrated
framework that considers security (e.g., confidentiality, integrity and authentication) and QoS (e.g., delay and bandwidth)
guarantees.
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